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Cinderella I can soon gather more (and gives them to Fairy) 
 
Fairy You are indeed good and kind, Cinderella. 
 
Cinderella You know my name? 
 
Fairy I do,.  I also know that sometimes you are treated harshly.  It will not always be 

so.  Erelong you will be repaid for the kindness you have shown me today.  (She 
exits right as fairy music fades)   

 (Begin quiet incidental music for Cinderella)     (   ) 
 
Cinderella How strange that dear old lady should know me and be interested in my future,  

But I must give thought for today and gather more sticks before I return home.  
(Exit left gathering sticks.  Cut quiet incidental music) 

 
 (Noise off-stage right of people approaching.  Play on Ensemble right   (   ) 

as  Prince's entourage.  They are Lords and Ladies of the Court (maybe some 
servants) dressed in period riding and rambling clothes) 

 
Girl/Boy 1 Where is the Prince?  And Dandini? 
 
Girl/Boy 2 Here they are. 
 
All Hooray!  (Enter Prince and Dandini left as ensemble surround them) (    ) 
 
Prince I hope you are all enjoying your tour through the forest. 
 
Ensemble Yes, very much (ad lib) 
 
Prince It is truly a wonderful part of my kingdom, 
 
 (Big production number.  Prince, Dandini and ensemble with theme   (   )  

of beautiful day,  All remain on stage at end of number) 
 
Girl/Boy 3 Lunch is served in yonder clearing (pointing left)  Will you honour us by 

leading the way, your highness? 
 
Prince In a few moments,  First I desire a word with my Equerry Dandini.  Away with 

you all,  (They all exit left quickly to last few bars of last number, leaving Prince 
and Dandini alone on stage)      (   ) 

 
Dandini At your service, sire.  What is your command? 
 
Prince I command nothing.  All I crave is a little peace and quiet.,  With you Dandini I 

can relax and forget for a few moments that I am a Prince,  If only I could forget 
for more than a few moments,  But I always must be the Prince,  And how I 
wish sometimes that I were not. 

 
Dandini (Half aside and jokingly)  How I wish sometimes that I were. 
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Prince (Turning in, and idea suddenly strikes him)  What would you say if I told you 
that you should be the Prince? 

 
Dandini (Turning in)  How could that be, your Highness? 
 
Prince It can be if I say it will be.  Dandini, we shall exchange identities.  For twenty-

four hours you shall be the Prince,  (Gives Dandini Prince's hat which is 
distinctive) 

 
Dandini But what about you, your Highness?  (hesitantly giving Prince his own hat) 
 
Prince I shall merely be Dandini - the Prince's Equerry.  (With a flourish and bow to 

Dandini and placing hat on head after bow) 
 
Dandini I shall enjoy being a Prince.,  (Settling Prince's hat on his, Dandini's, head) 
 
Prince And I shall enjoy not being a Prince.  And now, don't you think you'd better 

rejoin the others, Dandini - I beg your pardon, your Royal Highness! 
 
Dandini Very well - Dandini (Starts to exit left, then stops)  What if someone realises I'm 

not you but me? 
 
Prince Look them straight in the eye, put on your best royal manner and tell them you 

are the prince - they'll believe you. 
 
Dandini You think so? 
 
Prince Of course.  But to be honest with you, I'm more concerned that the people 

accept me as Dandini.  (Dandini turns to exit left and almost bumps into 
Cinderella who enters left with basket of sticks) 

 
Cinderella Forgive me, good sir. 
 
Dandini (Calling after her)  The fault was mine. 
 
 (Cinderella has crossed upstage right to continue gathering sticks.  She does 

not hear the following conversation,  Dandini moves as if to cross to her when 
Prince stops him  He is also taken with the girl) 

 
Prince (To Dandini)  Yes, your Highness? 
 
Dandini Do you see what I see?  (indicating the girl who is picking up sticks and slowly 

moving downstage) 
 
Prince |I do indeed your Highness,  But may I remind you that someone in your exalted 

position could never enter into conversation with a complete stranger, 
 
Dandini But - 
 
Prince It is time you rejoined the party. 
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Buttons (Off-stage)  I know where - (Chanted) 
 
Deidre You can get - (Chanted) 
  
Buttons (Off-stage)  You can get - (Chanted) 
 
Deidre A bottle of whisky (Chanted) 
 
Buttons (Off-stage)  A bottle of whisky (Chanted) 
 
Deidre For twenty pence - (Deliberately) 
 
Buttons (Running on stage from right)  Where's that then? 
 
Josephine Caught you.  Give us our ten pounds back. 
 
Hardup Come on Buttons.  (Hardup and Buttons are chased round and offstage right by 

Deidre and Josephine to play off music,  Straight waltz music restarts (   ) 
 for entrance left of Prince, Dandini, Cinderella and all guests except (   )  

Hardup, Buttons,, Sisters, Snatchem, and Grabbem.  Prince and Cinderella 
start dancing together and ensemble follow suit.) 

 
Dandini (Not dancing, going to foot of stairs to announce)  May it please your Highness 

the second half of the Ball has now begun,  Although midnight is near, the 
dancing will continue 'till dawn,  (All continue dancing.  Prince and Cinderella 
now dance on spot.) 

 
Prince I trust my dear that you are enjoying this evening as much as I am. 
 
 
Cinderella So much so that I wish it would go on forever. 
 
Prince My love for you will last for ever,   As for the dance - you heard what Dandini 

said - it is still only midnight - (Clock begins to chime the preliminaries) 
 
Cinderella (Stops, dismayed)  Midnight - already - I must go. 
 
Prince (Holding her hand)  Not yet.  You must stay. 
 
Cinderella I cannot.  You do not understand. 
 
Prince I only understand this.  I love you with all my heart. 
 
Cinderella And I you.  But I must go.  (Cinderella escapes from Prince's hold and dashes 

up the staircase,  As she runs to behind the clock, the clock strikes first note of 
the twelve,  Transformation takes place from ball dress to rags by doubling with 
girl behind clock.  Girl in rags behind clock exits left,  Cinderella remains 
behind clock,  All dancing stops) 

 
Prince (Facing upstage)  Stop her. 
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Dandini (Running up staircase)  Too late, Sire, she is gone. 
 
Prince Dandini, after her.  (Dandini exits left)  Surely I cannot have lost her once more. 
 
Dandini (Re-enters left)  The Princess is nowhere to be found. 
 
Prince But what about her coach? 
 
Dandini That also has disappeared.  The Princess has simply vanished into thin air.  

(Noticing slipper on stair which girl in rags has placed near clock) 
 
Prince Gone without a trace. 
 
Dandini Not quite, Sire, behold a crystal slipper.  (Brings it down to Prince)  This must 

belong to the Princess. 
 
Prince (Taking slipper)  A crystal slipper.  Her slipper.  In her hurry to leave she must 

have lost it on the stairs,  The only proof I have that Princess Crystal was here 
or that I ever held her in my arms, 

 
 (Big vocal build-up to finale comprising short reprise of duet,  Prince leads  (   )  

this number in but is then overcome, and ensemble take it to the finish) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


